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Nonlinear Estimation 2012-12-06 non linear estimation is a handbook for the practical statistician or modeller interested in fitting and
interpreting non linear models with the aid of a computer a major theme of the book is the use of stable parameter systems these provide
rapid convergence of optimization algorithms more reliable dispersion matrices and confidence regions for parameters and easier comparison
of rival models the book provides insights into why some models are difficult to fit how to combine fits over different data sets how to
improve data collection to reduce prediction variance and how to program particular models to handle a full range of data sets the book
combines an algebraic a geometric and a computational approach and is illustrated with practical examples a final chapter shows how this
approach is implemented in the author s maximum likelihood program mlp
Nonlinear Estimation 2014-01-15 problem formulation estimators and their properties methods of estimation computation of estimates
interpretation of the estimates dynamic models some special problems design of experiments
Nonlinear Parameter Estimation 1974 complete with valuable fortran programs that help solve nondifferentiable nonlinear ltandlo norm
estimation problems this important reference text extensively delineates ahistory of lp norm estimation it examines the nonlinear lp norm
estimation problem that isa viable alternative to least squares estimation problems where the underlying errordistribution is nonnormal i e
non gaussian nonlinear lrnorm estimation addresses both computational and statistical aspects oflp norm estimation problems to bridge the
gap between these two fields contains 70useful illustrations discusses linear lp norm as well as nonlinear lt lo and lp normestimation
problems provides all appropriate computational algorithms and fortranlistings for nonlinear lt and lo norm estimation problems guides
readers with clear endof chapter notes on related topics and outstanding research publications contains numericalexamples plus several
practical problems and shows how the data can prescribe variousapplications of lp norm alternatives nonlinear lp norm estimation is an
indispensable reference for statisticians operations researchers numerical analysts applied mathematicians biometricians andcomputer
scientists as well as a text for graduate students in statistics or computer science
Nonlinear Lp-Norm Estimation 2017-10-02 nonlinear estimation methods and applications with deterministic sample points focusses on a
comprehensive treatment of deterministic sample point filters also called gaussian filters and their variants for nonlinear estimation
problems for which no closed form solution is available in general gaussian filters are becoming popular with the designers due to their
ease of implementation and real time execution even on inexpensive or legacy hardware the main purpose of the book is to educate the reader
about a variety of available nonlinear estimation methods so that the reader can choose the right method for a real life problem adapt or
modify it where necessary and implement it the book can also serve as a core graduate text for a course on state estimation the book starts
from the basic conceptual solution of a nonlinear estimation problem and provides an in depth coverage of i various gaussian filters such
as the unscented kalman filter cubature and quadrature based filters gauss hermite filter and their variants and ii gaussian sum filter in
both discrete and continuous discrete domain further a brief description of filters for randomly delayed measurement and two case studies
are also included features the book covers all the important gaussian filters including filters with randomly delayed measurements
numerical simulation examples with detailed matlab code are provided for most algorithms so that beginners can verify their understanding
two real world case studies are included i underwater passive target tracking ii ballistic target tracking the style of writing is suitable
for engineers and scientists the material of the book is presented with the emphasis on key ideas underlying assumptions algorithms and
properties the book combines rigorous mathematical treatment with matlab code algorithm listings flow charts and detailed case studies to
deepen understanding
Nonlinear Estimation 2019-07-24 researchers in many disciplines face the formidable task of analyzing massive amounts of high dimensional



and highly structured data this is due in part to recent advances in data collection and computing technologies as a result fundamental
statistical research is being undertaken in a variety of different fields driven by the complexity of these new problems and fueled by the
explosion of available computer power highly adaptive non linear procedures are now essential components of modern data analysis a term
that we liberally interpret to include speech and pattern recognition classification data compression and signal processing the development
of new flexible methods combines advances from many sources including approximation theory numerical analysis machine learning signal
processing and statistics the proposed workshop intends to bring together eminent experts from these fields in order to exchange ideas and
forge directions for the future
Nonlinear Estimation and Classification 2013-11-11 the background an introduction to regression modeling nonlinear regression modeling an
illustrative example of regression modeling the models models with one x variable convex concave curves models with one x variable
sigmoidally shaped curves models with one x variable curves with maxima and minima models with more than one explanatory viariable other
models and excluded models obtaining good initial parameter estimates summary references table of symbols appendix author index subject
index
Handbook of Nonlinear Regression Models 1990 switching regression models estimation of production functions estimation of expenditure
systems limited dependent variables
Studies in Nonlinear Estimation 1976 the first book to discuss robust aspects of nonlinear regression with applications using r software
robust nonlinear regression with applications using r covers a variety of theories and applications of nonlinear robust regression it
discusses both parts of the classic and robust aspects of nonlinear regression and focuses on outlier effects it develops new methods in
robust nonlinear regression and implements a set of objects and functions in s language under splus and r software the software covers a
wide range of robust nonlinear fitting and inferences and is designed to provide facilities for computer users to define their own
nonlinear models as an object and fit models using classic and robust methods as well as detect outliers the implemented objects and
functions can be applied by practitioners as well as researchers the book offers comprehensive coverage of the subject in 9 chapters
theories of nonlinear regression and inference introduction to r optimization theories of robust nonlinear methods robust and classical
nonlinear regression with autocorrelated and heteroscedastic errors outlier detection r packages in nonlinear regression a new r package in
robust nonlinear regression and object sets the first comprehensive coverage of this field covers a variety of both theoretical and applied
topics surrounding robust nonlinear regression addresses some commonly mishandled aspects of modeling r packages for both classical and
robust nonlinear regression are presented in detail in the book and on an accompanying website robust nonlinear regression with
applications using r is an ideal text for statisticians biostatisticians and statistical consultants as well as advanced level students of
statistics
Robust Nonlinear Regression 2018-08-20 grid based nonlinear estimation and its applications presents new bayesian nonlinear estimation
techniques developed in the last two decades grid based estimation techniques are based on efficient and precise numerical integration
rules to improve performance of the traditional kalman filtering based estimation for nonlinear and uncertainty dynamic systems the
unscented kalman filter gauss hermite quadrature filter cubature kalman filter sparse grid quadrature filter and many other numerical grid
based filtering techniques have been introduced and compared in this book theoretical analysis and numerical simulations are provided to
show the relationships and distinct features of different estimation techniques to assist the exposition of the filtering concept
preliminary mathematical review is provided in addition rather than merely considering the single sensor estimation multiple sensor



estimation including the centralized and decentralized estimation is included different decentralized estimation strategies including
consensus diffusion and covariance intersection are investigated diverse engineering applications such as uncertainty propagation target
tracking guidance navigation and control are presented to illustrate the performance of different grid based estimation techniques
Grid-based Nonlinear Estimation and Its Applications 2019-04-25 here we present a nearly complete treatment of the grand universe of linear
and weakly nonlinear regression models within the first 8 chapters our point of view is both an algebraic view as well as a stochastic one
for example there is an equivalent lemma between a best linear uniformly unbiased estimation bluue in a gauss markov model and a least
squares solution less in a system of linear equations while bluue is a stochastic regression model less is an algebraic solution in the
first six chapters we concentrate on underdetermined and overdeterimined linear systems as well as systems with a datum defect we review
estimators algebraic solutions of type minoless blimbe blumbe bluue bique ble bique and total least squares the highlight is the
simultaneous determination of the first moment and the second central moment of a probability distribution in an inhomogeneous multilinear
estimation by the so called e d correspondence as well as its bayes design in addition we discuss continuous networks versus discrete
networks use of grassmann pluecker coordinates criterion matrices of type taylor karman as well as fuzzy sets chapter seven is a speciality
in the treatment of an overdetermined system of nonlinear equations on curved manifolds the von mises fisher distribution is characteristic
for circular or hyper spherical data our last chapter eight is devoted to probabilistic regression the special gauss markov model with
random effects leading to estimators of type blip and vip including bayesian estimation a great part of the work is presented in four
appendices appendix a is a treatment of tensor algebra namely linear algebra matrix algebra and multilinear algebra appendix b is devoted
to sampling distributions and their use in terms of confidence intervals and confidence regions appendix c reviews the elementary notions
of statistics namely random events and stochastic processes appendix d introduces the basics of groebner basis algebra its careful
definition the buchberger algorithm especially the c f gauss combinatorial algorithm
Introduction to Statistical Methods in Linear and Non-linear Estimation 1967 this book analyses recent advances in non linear state
estimation and application of such estimation schemes to industrial systems control this book is mainly addressed to graduate students
researchers and engineers working on the problems of estimation and control of non linear dynamical systems this book comes to address the
increasing interest of the engineering community in control systems that process and integrate information coming from various types of
sensors by providing analysis on non trivial problems of joint estimation and control for non linear dynamical systems according to
recently developed filtering methods and non linear control techniques this book is a useful reference for researchers and engineers
Applications of Linear and Nonlinear Models 2012-08-15 this book provides numerous examples of linear and nonlinear model applications here
we present a nearly complete treatment of the grand universe of linear and weakly nonlinear regression models within the first 8 chapters
our point of view is both an algebraic view and a stochastic one for example there is an equivalent lemma between a best linear uniformly
unbiased estimation bluue in a gauss markov model and a least squares solution less in a system of linear equations while bluue is a
stochastic regression model less is an algebraic solution in the first six chapters we concentrate on underdetermined and overdetermined
linear systems as well as systems with a datum defect we review estimators algebraic solutions of type minoless blimbe blumbe bluue bique
ble bique and total least squares the highlight is the simultaneous determination of the first moment and the second central moment of a
probability distribution in an inhomogeneous multilinear estimation by the so called e d correspondence as well as its bayes design in
addition we discuss continuous networks versus discrete networks use of grassmann plucker coordinates criterion matrices of type taylor
karman as well as fuzzy sets chapter seven is a speciality in the treatment of an overjet this second edition adds three new chapters 1



chapter on integer least squares that covers i model for positioning as a mixed integer linear model which includes integer parameters ii
the general integer least squares problem is formulated and the optimality of the least squares solution is shown iii the relation to the
closest vector problem is considered and the notion of reduced lattice basis is introduced iv the famous lll algorithm for generating a
lovasz reduced basis is explained 2 bayes methods that covers i general principle of bayesian modeling explain the notion of prior
distribution and posterior distribution choose the pragmatic approach for exploring the advantages of iterative bayesian calculations and
hierarchical modeling ii present the bayes methods for linear models with normal distributed errors including noninformative priors
conjugate priors normal gamma distributions and iii short outview to modern application of bayesian modeling useful in case of nonlinear
models or linear models with no normal distribution monte carlo mc markov chain monte carlo mcmc approximative bayesian computation abc
methods 3 error in variables models which cover i introduce the error in variables eiv model discuss the difference to least squares
estimators lse ii calculate the total least squares tls estimator summarize the properties of tls iii explain the idea of simulation
extrapolation simex estimators iv introduce the symmetrized simex symex estimator and its relation to tls and v short outview to nonlinear
eiv models the chapter on algebraic solution of nonlinear system of equations has also been updated in line with the new emerging field of
hybrid numeric symbolic solutions to systems of nonlinear equations ermined system of nonlinear equations on curved manifolds the von mises
fisher distribution is characteristic for circular or hyper spherical data our last chapter is devoted to probabilistic regression the
special gauss markov model with random effects leading to estimators of type blip and vip including bayesian estimation a great part of the
work is presented in four appendices appendix a is a treatment of tensor algebra namely linear algebra matrix algebra and multilinear
algebra appendix b is devoted to sampling distributions and their use in terms of confidence intervals and confidence regions appendix c
reviews the elementary notions of statistics namely random events and stochastic processes appendix d introduces the basics of groebner
basis algebra its careful definition the buchberger algorithm especially the c f gauss combinatorial algorithm
Nonlinear Estimation and Applications to Industrial Systems Control 2012 many relationships in economics and also in other fields are both
dynamic and nonlinear a major advance in econometrics over the last fifteen years has been the development of a theory of estimation and
inference for dy namic nonlinear models this advance was accompanied by improvements in computer technology that facilitate the practical
implementation of such estimation methods in two articles in econometric reviews i e pötscher and prucha 1991a b we provided an expository
discussion of the basic structure of the asymptotic theory of m estimators in dynamic nonlinear models and a review of the literature up to
the beginning of this decade among others the class of m estimators contains least mean distance estimators includ ing maximum likelihood
estimators and generalized method of moment estimators the present book expands and revises the discussion in those articles it is geared
towards the professional econometrician or statistician besides reviewing the literature we also presented in the above men tioned articles
a number of then new results one example is a consis tency result for the case where the identifiable uniqueness condition fails
Applications of Linear and Nonlinear Models 2022-10-01 nonlinear measurement data arise in a wide variety of biological and biomedical
applications such as longitudinal clinical trials studies of drug kinetics and growth and the analysis of assay and laboratory data
nonlinear models for repeated measurement data provides the first unified development of methods and models for data of this type with a
detailed treatment of inference for the nonlinear mixed effects and its extensions a particular strength of the book is the inclusion of
several detailed case studies from the areas of population pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics immunoassay and bioassay development and
the analysis of growth curves
Dynamic Nonlinear Econometric Models 2013-03-09 this book focuses on several key aspects of nonlinear systems including dynamic modeling



state estimation and stability analysis it is intended to provide a wide range of readers in applied mathematics and various engineering
disciplines an excellent survey of recent studies of nonlinear systems with its thirteen chapters the book brings together important
contributions from renowned international researchers to provide an excellent survey of recent studies of nonlinear systems the first
section consists of eight chapters that focus on nonlinear dynamic modeling and analysis techniques while the next section is composed of
five chapters that center on state estimation methods and stability analysis for nonlinear systems
Parameter Estimation in Nonlinear Dynamic Systems 1998 this is the second part of a two volume handbook presenting a comprehensive overview
of nonlinear dynamic system identification the books include many aspects of nonlinear processes such as modelling parameter estimation
structure search nonlinearity and model validity tests
On Linearity Testing and Model Estimation in Non-linear Time Series Analysis 1990 the book consists mainly of two parts chapter 1 chapter 7
and chapter 8 chapter 14 chapter 1 and chapter 2 treat design techniques based on linearization of nonlinear systems an analysis of
nonlinear system over quantum mechanics is discussed in chapter 3 chapter 4 to chapter 7 are estimation methods using kalman filtering
while solving nonlinear control systems using iterative approach optimal approaches are discussed in chapter 8 with retarded control of
nonlinear system in singular situation and chapter 9 extends optimal theory to h infinity control for a nonlinear control system chapters
10 and 11 present the control of nonlinear dynamic systems twin rotor helicopter and 3d crane system which are both underactuated cascaded
dynamic systems chapter 12 applies controls to antisynchronization synchronization in the chaotic models based on lyapunov exponent theorem
and chapter 13 discusses developed stability analytic approaches in terms of lyapunov stability the analysis of economic activities
especially the relationship between stock return and economic growth is presented in chapter 14
Nonlinear Estimation and Applications to Industrial Systems Control 2012 nonlinear estimation methods and applications with deterministic
sample points focusses on a comprehensive treatment of deterministic sample point filters also called gaussian filters and their variants
for nonlinear estimation problems for which no closed form solution is available in general gaussian filters are becoming popular with the
designers due to their ease of implementation and real time execution even on inexpensive or legacy hardware the main purpose of the book
is to educate the reader about a variety of available nonlinear estimation methods so that the reader can choose the right method for a
real life problem adapt or modify it where necessary and implement it the book can also serve as a core graduate text for a course on state
estimation the book starts from the basic conceptual solution of a nonlinear estimation problem and provides an in depth coverage of i
various gaussian filters such as the unscented kalman filter cubature and quadrature based filters gauss hermite filter and their variants
and ii gaussian sum filter in both discrete and continuous discrete domain further a brief description of filters for randomly delayed
measurement and two case studies are also included features the book covers all the important gaussian filters including filters with
randomly delayed measurements numerical simulation examples with detailed matlab code are provided for most algorithms so that beginners
can verify their understanding two real world case studies are included i underwater passive target tracking ii ballistic target tracking
the style of writing is suitable for engineers and scientists the material of the book is presented with the emphasis on key ideas
underlying assumptions algorithms and properties the book combines rigorous mathematical treatment with matlab code algorithm listings flow
charts and detailed case studies to deepen understanding
Nonlinear Models for Repeated Measurement Data 1995-06-01 this book acquaints readers with recent developments in dynamical systems theory
and its applications with a strong focus on the control and estimation of nonlinear systems several algorithms are proposed and worked out
for a set of model systems in particular so called input affine or bilinear systems which can serve to approximate a wide class of



nonlinear control systems these can either take the form of state space models or be represented by an input output equation the approach
taken here further highlights the role of modern mathematical and conceptual tools including differential algebraic theory observer design
for nonlinear systems and generalized canonical forms
Nonlinear Systems 2018-07-18 grid based nonlinear estimation and its applications presents new bayesian nonlinear estimation techniques
developed in the last two decades grid based estimation techniques are based on efficient and precise numerical integration rules to
improve performance of the traditional kalman filtering based estimation for nonlinear and uncertainty dynamic systems the unscented kalman
filter gauss hermite quadrature filter cubature kalman filter sparse grid quadrature filter and many other numerical grid based filtering
techniques have been introduced and compared in this book theoretical analysis and numerical simulations are provided to show the
relationships and distinct features of different estimation techniques to assist the exposition of the filtering concept preliminary
mathematical review is provided in addition rather than merely considering the single sensor estimation multiple sensor estimation
including the centralized and decentralized estimation is included different decentralized estimation strategies including consensus
diffusion and covariance intersection are investigated diverse engineering applications such as uncertainty propagation target tracking
guidance navigation and control are presented to illustrate the performance of different grid based estimation techniques
Least Squares Estimation and Adaptive Prediction in Non-linear Stochastic Regression Models with Applications to Time Series and Stochastic
Systems 1992 the central focus of this book is the control of continuous time continuous space nonlinear systems using new techniques that
employ the max plus algebra the author addresses several classes of nonlinear control problems including nonlinear optimal control problems
and nonlinear robust h infinity control and estimation problems several numerical techniques are employed including a max plus eigenvector
approach and an approach that avoids the curse of dimensionality the max plus based methods examined in this work belong to an entirely new
class of numerical methods for the solution of nonlinear control problems and their associated hamilton jacobi bellman hjb pdes these
methods are not equivalent to either of the more commonly used finite element or characteristic approaches max plus methods for nonlinear
control and estimation will be of interest to applied mathematicians engineers and graduate students interested in the control of nonlinear
systems through the implementation of recently developed numerical methods
Nonlinear system identification. 2. Nonlinear system structure identification 1999 in a close analogy to matching data in euclidean space
this monograph views parameter estimation as matching of the empirical distribution of data with a model based distribution using an
appealing pythagorean like geometry of the empirical and model distributions the book brings a new solution to the problem of recursive
estimation of non gaussian and nonlinear models which can be regarded as a specific approximation of bayesian estimation the cases of
independent observations and controlled dynamic systems are considered in parallel the former case giving initial insight into the latter
case which is of primary interest to the control community a number of examples illustrate the key concepts and tools used this unique
monograph follows some previous results on the pythagorean theory of estimation in the literature e g chentsov csiszar and amari but
extends the results to the case of controlled dynamic systems
Nonlinear Systems 2016-10-19 this book offers a useful combination of probabilistic and statistical tools for analyzing nonlinear time
series key features of the book include a study of the extremal behavior of nonlinear time series and a comprehensive list of nonlinear
models that address different aspects of nonlinearity several inferential methods including quasi likelihood methods sequential markov
chain monte carlo methods and particle filters are also included so as to provide an overall view of the available tools for parameter
estimation for nonlinear models a chapter on integer time series models based on several thinning operations which brings together all



recent advances made in this area is also included readers should have attended a prior course on linear time series and a good grasp of
simulation based inferential methods is recommended this book offers a valuable resource for second year graduate students and researchers
in statistics and other scientific areas who need a basic understanding of nonlinear time series
Nonlinear Estimation 2019-07-24 this lecture note deals with asymptotic properties i e weak and strong consistency and asymptotic normality
of parameter estimators of nonlinear regression models and nonlinear structural equations under various assumptions on the distribution of
the data the estimation methods involved are nonlinear least squares estimation nllse nonlinear robust m estimation nlrme and non linear
weighted robust m estimation nlwrme for the regression case and nonlinear two stage least squares estimation nl2slse and a new method
called minimum information estimation mie for the case of structural equations the asymptotic properties of the nllse and the two robust m
estimation methods are derived from further elaborations of results of jennrich special attention is payed to the comparison of the
asymptotic efficiency of nllse and nlrme it is shown that if the tails of the error distribution are fatter than those of the normal
distribution nlrme is more efficient than nllse the nlwrme method is appropriate if the distributions of both the errors and the regressors
have fat tails this study also improves and extends the nl2slse theory of amemiya the method involved is a variant of the instrumental
variables method requiring at least as many instrumental variables as parameters to be estimated the new mie method requires less
instrumental variables asymptotic normality can be derived by employing only one instrumental variable and consistency can even be proved
with out using any instrumental variables at all
Algorithms of Estimation for Nonlinear Systems 2017-04-04 a bottom up approach that enables readers to master and apply the latest
techniques in state estimation this book offers the best mathematical approaches to estimating the state of a general system the author
presents state estimation theory clearly and rigorously providing the right amount of advanced material recent research results and
references to enable the reader to apply state estimation techniques confidently across a variety of fields in science and engineering
while there are other textbooks that treat state estimation this one offers special features and a unique perspective and pedagogical
approach that speed learning straightforward bottom up approach begins with basic concepts and then builds step by step to more advanced
topics for a clear understanding of state estimation simple examples and problems that require only paper and pen to solve lead to an
intuitive understanding of how theory works in practice matlab r based source code that corresponds to examples in the book available on
the author s site enables readers to recreate results and experiment with other simulation setups and parameters armed with a solid
foundation in the basics readers are presented with a careful treatment of advanced topics including unscented filtering high order
nonlinear filtering particle filtering constrained state estimation reduced order filtering robust kalman filtering and mixed kalman h
filtering problems at the end of each chapter include both written exercises and computer exercises written exercises focus on improving
the reader s understanding of theory and key concepts whereas computer exercises help readers apply theory to problems similar to ones they
are likely to encounter in industry with its expert blend of theory and practice coupled with its presentation of recent research results
optimal state estimation is strongly recommended for undergraduate and graduate level courses in optimal control and state estimation
theory it also serves as a reference for engineers and science professionals across a wide array of industries
Grid-based Nonlinear Estimation and Its Applications 2019-04-25 this monograph presents a variety of techniques that can be used for
designing robust fault diagnosis schemes for non linear systems the introductory part of the book is of a tutorial value and can be
perceived as a good starting point for the new comers to this field subsequently advanced robust observer structures are presented
parameter estimation based techniques are discussed as well a particular attention is drawn to experimental design for fault diagnosis the



book also presents a number of robust soft computing approaches utilizing evolutionary algorithms and neural networks all approaches
described in this book are illustrated by practical applications
Max-Plus Methods for Nonlinear Control and Estimation 2006 linear and non linear system theory focuses on the basics of linear and non
linear systems optimal control and optimal estimation with an objective to understand the basics of state space approach linear and non
linear systems and its analysis thereof divided into eight chapters materials cover an introduction to the advanced topics in the field of
linear and non linear systems optimal control and estimation supported by mathematical tools detailed case studies and numerical and
exercise problems this book is aimed at senior undergraduate and graduate students in electrical instrumentation electronics chemical
control engineering and other allied branches of engineering features covers both linear and non linear system theory explores state
feedback control and state estimator concepts discusses non linear systems and phase plane analysis includes non linear system stability
and bifurcation behaviour elaborates optimal control and estimation
Recursive Nonlinear Estimation 1996 this is the first book that integrates useful parametric and nonparametric techniques with time series
modeling and prediction the two important goals of time series analysis such a book will benefit researchers and practitioners in various
fields such as econometricians meteorologists biologists among others who wish to learn useful time series methods within a short period of
time the book also intends to serve as a reference or text book for graduate students in statistics and econometrics
Non-Linear Time Series 2016-09-22 nonlinear modeling advanced black box techniques discusses methods on neural nets and related model
structures for nonlinear system identification enhanced multi stream kalman filter training for recurrent networks the support vector
method of function estimation parametric density estimation for the classification of acoustic feature vectors in speech recognition
wavelet based modeling of nonlinear systems nonlinear identification based on fuzzy models statistical learning in control and matrix
theory nonlinear time series analysis it also contains the results of the k u leuven time series prediction competition held within the
framework of an international workshop at the k u leuven belgium in july 1998
Robust Methods and Asymptotic Theory in Nonlinear Econometrics 2012-03-02 this monograph presents a variety of techniques that can be used
for designing robust fault diagnosis schemes for non linear systems the introductory part of the book is of a tutorial value and can be
perceived as a good starting point for the new comers to this field subsequently advanced robust observer structures are presented
parameter estimation based techniques are discussed as well a particular attention is drawn to experimental design for fault diagnosis the
book also presents a number of robust soft computing approaches utilizing evolutionary algorithms and neural networks all approaches
described in this book are illustrated by practical applications
Optimal State Estimation 2006-06-19 thema dieses buches ist die anwendung neuronaler netze und fuzzy logic methoden zur identifikation und
steuerung nichtlinear dynamischer systeme dabei werden fortgeschrittene konzepte der herkömmlichen steuerungstheorie mit den intuitiven
eigenschaften intelligenter systeme kombiniert um praxisrelevante steuerungsaufgaben zu lösen die autoren bieten viel hintergrundmaterial
ausgearbeitete beispiele und Übungsaufgaben helfen studenten und praktikern beim vertiefen des stoffes lösungen zu den aufgaben sowie
matlab codebeispiele sind ebenfalls enthalten
CONRAD 1987
Parameter estimation in nonlinear dynamical systems 1998
Modelling and Estimation Strategies for Fault Diagnosis of Non-Linear Systems 2007-04-05
Linear and Non-Linear System Theory 2020-10-22



Nonlinear Time Series 2008-09-11
Nonlinear Modeling 2012-12-06
Modelling and Estimation Strategies for Fault Diagnosis of Non-Linear Systems 2009-09-02
Stable Adaptive Control and Estimation for Nonlinear Systems 2004-04-07
A Unified Theory of Estimation and Inference for Nonlinear Dynamic Models 1988-01-01
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